During my presidency I have been able to achieve:
-

Uni 101: I created an interactive lecture for first year students and a video that helped
students identify where to go on campus

-

Was the first to introduce Facebook live sessions and in-line bbq interviews.

-

Created the Week 3 Slump that highlighted all the student services on campus during
one of the most stressful weeks for first years on campus

-

After a rocky relationship from 2016’s president, I was able to build the bridges
between MAWSA and NZUSA and TIB (Thursday in Black) which has seen the 2018
president Emma Pearce be welcomed with open arms.

-

Was able to co-opt in executive members swiftly when the roles were empty

-

Established the Student Volunteer Army which will be the small foundations of
something bigger to come!

-

Ran my first successful Student forum and SGM

-

Met with new SJS CEO Tim Allen and Chris Cason to talk about improvements to the
way our partnership works and continues.

-

Became part of the Student Success Panel with Sarah Leberman. For 2017 this
solely focused on figuring out what students saw success as, and then having us
create a project that was focused around their answers.

-

I was able to get NZ Blood on Campus for 2017 and achieved record numbers for
Massey University in Wellington with 73 whole blood donations.

-

Suggested ways to make the last few weeks of the semester stress-free.

-

Was behind the change of the blue MAWSA logo to pink on Pink Shirt Day.

-

Suggested that the MAWSA ball should be on one night and include every year
group which turned out to be a massive success!

-

Negotiated the student service levy to benefit all students with Deanna (campus
Registrar)

-

Was able to establish small connections with Kokiri Ngatahi near the end of 2017 so
that the student campus groups can be a strong voice together. This connection
should grow and be a key focus to continue into the future years.

-

Was able to keep mutual ground between EXMSS and MAWSA (There is a long
history of EXMSS and MUSA not working, but I was able to play the middle ground
between them and make sure there was clear air between them)

-

Was voted in to be the voice of all student (MUSAF)

-

Through negotiation with the Vice Chancellor I was able to achieve free counselling

-

Attended campus health and safety meetings

-

Was able to negotiate the SSL with the other two campuses

-

Attended NZUSA’s Student Voices Summit where I grew connections with multiple
student presidents to build MAWSA’s voice on a national scale.

-

Would sit on Academic board meetings

-

Was the student voice of the Kahurei Project which will help students get jobs at the
end of their degree - Sarah Leberman

-

Ran the communications of the HPV vaccinations on campus in collaboration with the
Massey health centre

-

Kept external relationships strong making sure that MAWSA’s name wasn’t in any
bad light.

-

Achieved no negative external press about the association.

-

Once again, something that I am very proud of, is being able to achieve free
counselling for the students of Massey Wellington!

Adam Logan Cairns

